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pick up 4 beads colour A, tie them into a circle, and pass 
through the first bead.

Pick up 3 beads,  pass through bead a and b from
 the first unit.
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pick up 2 beads, pass through  the first bead of unit
two, and bead b and c of the first unit.

d
pick up 2 beads,  pass through the first bead of unit
three and through bead c and d of the first unit and 
bead 3 of unit 2
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pick up 1 bead,pass through the first bead of unit 4, 
bead d of the first unit, and the third and
 second bead of unit 2

Make the 6th unit (top) by passing the four
corner beads

Topview 

next row/cubic .

You need:
seed beads colour A, B, C size 11
cubic bead size 3x3mm
Jumpring size 8mm (make sure the
 ring wil fitt into the hole of cubic bead)
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Make a tube of 13 row/cubics by making use of cubic right angle weave.

this would be your tube of cubic right angle weave if
it would be flat.

add 3x12 beads colour B on three corners of your tube
In between the vertical beads

The fourth site/corner will be the bottom of the tube.

Add 11 colour C beads in between the colour B beads in 
the middle corner of your tube, this is the top of the tube
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add 10 colour B beads in between the color C beads at the 
top (corner)of the tube.

Go through the first B bead of the corner
of your tube, pick up 3 B , 1 cubic and 3 
B beads and pass through the 4th B bead of the corner.
Pass through the 5th B bead. Pick up 3 B,1 cubic and 
3 B beads and string through bead 8 of the corner.
Finish this side, and do the same at the opposite side of 
the tube.
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Make 7 or 8 tubes, depending on the size of your wrist , as described.

Pass a ring through every cubic bead on one side of the tube and
connect with a cubic bead of another tube.
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